**STRUCTURE S-XX-XXXX**

**LOCATION MAP**

- **PLAN**
  - Provide Plan

- **ELEVATION**
  - Looking Upstream from Front of Sign
  - Provide Elevation

- **END VIEW**
  - Looking Upstream from Front of Sign
  - Provide Direction of View

**NOTES TO DESIGNER**

- Provide sign structures shown in the project.
- Provide a location map showing all sign structures included in the project.

**LEGEND**

- E. elevations given along E. truss
- Sign numbers designate permanent signage plan

**GENERAL LAYOUT**

- Structure S-XX-XXXX

**STATE PROJECT NUMBER**

- XXXX-XX-XX

**SCALE**

- 8 CK'D. PLANS

**DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION**

- STATE OF WISCONSIN

**REVISION**

- BY DATE NO.